
ABOUT SOULSPLITTER

SOULSPLITTER  is  a  Germany-based  music  and  arts  collective  founded  by  the

musicians Fenix Gayed (drums), Simon Kramer (guitars), Daniel Gräupner (keys)

and Felix Jacobs (bass).

The band started writing on their debut record SALUTOGENESIS in 2015, eager to

melt  their  musical  backgrounds  and  influences  into  a  new  and  epic  sound.

Inspired  by  1970s  Progressive  Rock  as  well  as  modern  Metal  sounds,  Jazz

harmonies and intricate classical compositions of Late Romanticism, their sound

evokes reminiscences of STEVEN WILSON and DREAM THEATER as well as PINK FLOYD or

EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER.

SALUTOGENESIS consists of eight songs which explore a coherent story, telling a

tale of love and death, of meaning and awareness. For the album production,

SOULSPLITTER  acquired  the  support  of  over  50  individuals   vocalists,–
instrumentalists,  producers  and  designers   to  create  a  truly  unique  and–
timeless  masterpiece  that  reaches  beyond  the  possibilities  of  a  mere  band

record.

During the show you can be excited for a 60-minute trip into the world of

SALUTOGENESIS: take part in a journey through the depths of doubt and pain into

ultimately realising one's purpose! SOULSPLITTER's stage performance aims to

merge the realms of fantasy and reality in an effort to support everyone's own

SALUTOGENESIS  their very own path to health and success in life.–

https://soulsplitter.com

https://www.facebook.com/soulsplitter.prog/

https://soulsplitter.bandcamp.com 

https://soulsplitter.com/
https://soulsplitter.bandcamp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/soulsplitter.prog/


„I can’t help but award this ambitious work of art with the highest rating. One

can only guess what these talented artists have in store for us in the years to

come.  […]  For  now,  all  we  can  do  is  marvel  at  the  sheer  awesomeness  of

'Salutogenesis'.“

THE PROGSPACE  5/5–

„It’s incredible how unpredictably wanton but maturely serious an act can be on 

their first release, and it’s also very easy to start to foretell that 

Soulsplitter‘s future is a blindingly glaring one." 

EVERYTHING IS NOISE 

„With other prog bands turning to pop for inspiration, SOULSPLITTER are turning 

to the arts and it’s incredibly inspiring and reassuring. This is the beginning 

of something special.”

METALMANCE

„Das Debüt von Soulsplitter ist zweifellos das spannendste Progalbum des Jahres 

aus deutschen Landen. Die Band verknüpft souverän Einflüsse aus Progmetal, 

Djent, Metalcore, Jazz, moderner Klassik und Avantgarde, ohne dass es aufgesetzt

wirkt. „Salutogenesis“ ist ein einstündiger Trip der Extraklasse, der zur 

stetigen Wiederholung einlädt.“

ECLIPSED Magazin  8,5/10  Album des Monats Dezember 2019– –

"Schon lange hat mich kein Debüt einer Band mehr so sehr überwältigt wie 

Soulsplitters “Salutogenesis”. Zeitlos genial!"
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